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Side-dressing nitrogen made fun! Those are two words that normally don’t belong in the
same sentence; (side-dressing and
fun). Chem Gro has purchased two
JD high speed bars for custom sidedress application. From watching it
in the field yesterday; it is the cat’s
meow! The field shown was planted
with a 24 row planter, set up with
RTK guidance. We followed the
rows with the John Deere GS2
guidance system with the 11/15 row
high speed bar running 9 mph. The
field is corn on corn with moderate
amounts of trash residue. It ran like a
dream with very minimal soil
disturbance on V2 size corn. In case
you were wondering, that is dust
flying in the picture, not gas. There
was no visible anhydrous gas
escaping even at the high application speed.
Re-thinking the corn on corn, nitrogen management plan. During the last two springs, we
had an excessive amount of rain in Western Illinois. There is no doubt that we have lost some
fall applied nitrogen due to leaching. The million dollar question is “How much did we loose?”
As far as I am concerned, there is no real accurate answer for that question, and I don’t even
want to stick my neck out far enough to even attempt to answer it.
For the benefit of the environment, and better nitrogen utilization of the corn crop, it does
make agronomic sense to split apply nitrogen in multiple stages to ensure a “fresh supply” of
nitrogen is there when the corn needs it. As Jay Nelson and I watched and drooled over the
performance of the JD high speed anhydrous application bar, we began dreaming of how we
would be utilizing this technology if we were BTF’s (big time farmers). Here is our recipe that
we came up with for continuous corn on corn:
1. In the fall immediately after harvest, broadcast spray about 45 units of nitrogen in the
form of 28% or 32% UAN.
2. Follow with a Turbo-Till, Airway, or similar type machine to help cut up residue, and
also incorporate the nitrogen into the soil with the residue to stimulate the microbial
breakdown process.
3. Strip-till about 80-90 units of nitrogen from anhydrous ammonia in the late fall with a

guidance system.
4. In the spring, plant on top of the strip-till mounds. The 80-90 units of nitrogen
directly below the seed will act as a starter fertilizer which will help eliminate the
yellow/green stripe patterns that you can usually see for those who put 100% of their
nitrogen on with anhydrous on an angle to the field.
5. When the corn reaches V1 to V2, side-dress an additional 80-90 units of nitrogen
utilizing a high speed anhydrous bar. This type of bar will allow you to side-dress
earlier and faster. I would think that in most years with this type of bar, you could be
finished side-dressing at about the same time you would normally be starting to sidedress with a normal knife shank bar. Also, side-dressing corn at V1-V2 will allow the
corn in the headlands to “bounce back up” and recover, instead of “butchering it” at
V5 growth stage or taller.
6. If your fields are “airplane friendly”, I would complete my corn on corn program with
a good residual fungicide within 3-10 days after full tassel emergence if the season
looks like it may be favorable for leaf and stalk rot diseases.
Be prepared for the yellow uglies!
When corn first emerges from the soil and
grows through V3, it generally stays a nice
healthy dark green color. During these early
growth stages, most food energy is being fed
from the seed that you planted. After V4, the
seed food reserves become depleted, and the
corn plant has to transition to 100% of it’s food
absorbed from the roots. This is the time frame
when green corn can turn to the yellow uglies if
any rooting problems occur (too wet,
compaction, cold soils, white grub feeding,
etc). This field was planted around the 3rd
week of April, fall strip-tilled with 150 units of
nitrogen directly below the corn plants. This
corn is V5, almost V6, and there are many
spotty areas of yellow corn throughout the
field. The very lower leaves in the yellow areas are showing a slight amount of cannibalization from
lower amounts of nitrogen and potassium in the plant. When the roots were dug, they were healthy,
although a bit small for the growth stage. No soil compaction or insects were found. So, back to
one of my original questions: Did we loose a considerable amount of fall applied nitrogen? Or, did
we leach a good amount of it out of the immediate root zone that the roots have not gone deep
enough to “find” the nitrogen yet? I am going to speculate that the answer is probably a combination
of both.
What can we do about it? For many, doing nothing is an option. I know many of us are
about ready to throw in the towel, and say “it is what it is”. If you are still willing to play in the
game, side-dressing an additional 45 units or so may pay dividends if we did loose a considerable
amount of fall applied nitrogen. For a cost of about $29 per acre with the application costs, new
crop futures at $4.25/bushel, you would need an additional 6.7 bushels to break even. Unfortunately,
we won’t know what the right thing to do is until harvest is complete. If your corn is starting to look
yellow and uneven, are you going to throw in the towel, or are you going to stay and play in the
game?
That’s my 2 cents worth. The choice and decision is always yours.
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